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Let R be the ring of integers in a number field F, A any R-order in a semi-simple F-algebra 
S. It is well known that for n = 0, 1, K,(A) is a finitely generated Abelian group and SK,(A) is 
finite and that a similar result holds for G,,(A) and SG,(A) for n =0, 1. 
We now prove that for all n z 1, K,(A), G,,(A) are finitely generated Abelian groups and that 1 
SK,(A), SG,(A) are finite groups while SC,,(A) = 0. Ifp is a prime of R, Apr (A,) the localisation 
(comp!etion) of A at p, thzn we also obtain similar finiteness results for G,,,(A), SK,(Ar), 
~IUA,), SG,(A,), SG,(A,). TIJ ese results apply in particular to A = RT, A, = R,?r and A, = 
Rpn where n is any finite group. We then show that for all n z 1, K,,+,(Zn), G,,+,(Za) and 
G;n+x(Z (P,~) are finite groups. 
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Introduction 
Let R be the ring of integers in a number field F, A an R-order in semi-simple 
F-algebra 2. p a prime ideal of R. The aim of this paper is to obtain finiteness 
results involving K,, G,, for R-orders A, their localizations Ap and completions ie, 
and then prove other consequences of such results for integral group-rings. 
In Section 1, we show that for all n 3 1, K,,(A), G,,(A) are finitely generated 
Abelian groups and that SK,(A), SG,(A), %,,(A,), SG,(A,), SK,(A,), SG,A,) 
are finite groups. Section 2 obtains results on Cart& homomorphisms connecting 
K,(A), G,(A) while the last section shows that Kdnt3(Zr), G4n+3(Zr) and 
G,,+3(Z,7r) are finite groups. 
Notes on notation 
For a ring A we write K,(A) = ~,+,(W$A)) and G,(A) for ~,+,(K?M(A)) 
in the notation of [ 161 where (PA) is the category of finitely generated projective 
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A-modules, #(A) the category of finitely generated A-modules. If R is a Dedekind 
domain with quotient field F, A an R-order in a semi-simple F-algebra 2, we write 
SK,(A) = Ker(K,(A)+ K,(X)), SG,(A) = Ker(G,,(A)+ G,(E)). If S is a multi- 
plicative set in R, we write &(A) for the category of finitely generated S-torsion 
A-modules of finite homological dimension. 
01 
Let R be the ring of integers in a number field, F, A an R-order in a semi-simple 
F-algebra Z: In this section, we obtain finiteness results on K,(A), SK,(A), G,(A), 
SG,(A) as well as their consequences when A = Rrr, 7~ a finite group. 
Theorem 1.1. Let R be the ring of integers in a number field F, A an R-order in a 
semi-simple F-algebra 2. Then for all n 2 1 
(i) K,(A) is a finitely generated Abelian group, 
(ii) SK,,(A) is a &rite group, 
(iii) SK,(i,) is finite (or zero) for any prime ideal 2 of R. 
Proof. Note that K,(A) = lim,,, K,,,,(A) where K,,,,(A) = r,,(BGLL(A))- 
T,(BE~(A)) since BE:(A) is the universal covering space of BGLf,(A) (see [20] 
or [14]). 
Now by the stability result of Suslin [19], K,,(A)=K,,+,(A) if ma 
max(2n + 1, n +3) since A satisfies SR,. Now E,,,(A) is an Arithmetic group since 
SL,(A)/E,(A) is finite (see [l]). So, by a result of Bore1 [4, Theorem 11.4.41 
H,,(Em(A)) is finitely generated. Now E&,(&,(A)) = H,,(BE,(A>) = H,(BE~(A)) 
and moreover, BE;(A) is a simply connected H-space for m 3 3. Moreover, by 
[18, 9.6.161 m,(REz(A)) is finitely generated iff H,,(BE~(A)) is finitely generated. 
So K,(A) = T,(BE~(A) is finitely generated. The proof for n = 1 is well known 
(see [2, lemma 3.61). 
(ii) It follows from (i) that SK,,(A) is finitely generated as a subgroup of K,,(A) 
and so, we only have to show that SK,,(A) is torsion. For r a finite group, this was 
done for SK,(Rn) in [13,3.2]. We observe that the same proof works once we 
observe that if r is a maximal R-order containing A, then, since any R-order is a 
Z-order, there exists s E Z s.t. sI’ c A. If we put q = ST. Then q is a 2-sided ideal of 
A and r such that s annihilates A/q and T/q and so we obtain a Cartesian square 
AAT 
1 I 
which by [5] leads to an exact Mayer-Victoris sequence: 
+ R”+i(U_q),,, -, R,(A),,, + R,(r),,, 
@Rn(Alq),,s+ UT/@,,, + Rnpi(A)r,s+ . . * 
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where, for any abelian group A we write A,,, for A@Z[l/s]. The proof then 
proceeds as in [13, 0 31 replacing RT by A at each stage. 
(iii) It is well known that 2, is maximal for almost all p. It is also well-known 
that 2 has only finitely many non-split extensions i.e. 2, splits for almost all p. In 
other words, i ,r 
is maximal in a split semi-simple et, for almost all p. So, for almost A 
all p, SK,,-,(A,) = 0 (see [lo, 1.11) and %,,(A,) = 0 (see [lo]). Also, it was shown 
in [ll, 2.31 that there exists a surjection. 
SK,(A) + 6 SK,&). 
i=l 
Hence the result. 0 
Theorem 1.2. Let R be the ring of integers in a number Jield F, A any R-order in a 
semi-simple F-algebra 2, p any prime ideal of R. Then for all n 2 1, 
(i) G,,(A) is a finitely generated Abelian group 
(ii) GZn--l(Ap) is a finitely generated Abelian group. 
(iii) (a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
SG,,(A) = SGZn(Ap) = SG,,(li,) = 0; 
SG2n-l(A) = SG,,(A,) = SG,,&) =O; 
SG,,-,(A) is afinitegroup; 1 
SG,,_,(A,), SG,,_,(Ar) are finite groups each of order relatively prime 
to the rational prime lying below p. 
Proof. (i) See [12, 3.11. 
(ii) See [ll, 1.11. 
(iii) See [ll, 1.11. 
(iv) See [12, 3.11. 
(v) See [ll, 1.11. ci 
Remarks 1.3. The Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 hold for A = RT, At,= R,T, i,=R,v. 
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For any ring A, the inclusion functor P(A) + &L(A) induces. Cartan homomorph- = 
ism K,,(A) + G,,(A) for all n 2 0. In particular, if R is a Dedekind domain with 
quotient field F, A an R-order in a semi-simple F-algebra E, the Cartan homomorph- 
ism K,(A) + G,,(A) induces a homomorphism SK,(A) + SG,(A). We now prove 
the following. 
Theorem 2.1. Let R be the ring of integers in a number field F, rr a finite group, 2 a 
prime ideal of R. Then for all n 3 1. 
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(i) The Cartan homomorphisms 
K”ttwp)d A G,, (( R/p) T) are surjective. 
(ii) The Cartan homomorphism K,( RT) + G,( RT) induces a surjection 
SK,( RT) + SG,( RT). 
X2n 
(iii) SK,,(R~)=Ker(K,,(Rrr)- gz,(Rr)). 
Proof. (i) If p is the rational prime lying below p, then R/p is a finite field of 
characteristic 6 p and by [61, the Cartan- homomorphism 
&((RIp)r) n\ G,((Rlp)r) induces an isomorphism al/P)@ 
fLUWp)d =.U/P)OG,((RI~) ) 7~ i.e. 6, is an isomorphism mod p-torsion. So, 
for all n 2 1, Coker 6, is finite since G,((R/p)rr) is finite (see [9]). Now, by [9, 1.11, 
G,,((R/p)n) = G,,,((R/p)r)/rad((R/p)rr)) =O. So Coker sZn =O. Moreover 
Gzn-l((R/p)~) is finite of order relatively prime to p. Also ICoker 82n_ll is a power 
of p and divides ( Gznpl( (R/p) v) which is - 1 mod p and this is possible if and only 
if Coker LT~,,-, = 0. So Coke; Szn-, = 0 as required. 
(ii) Note that we have a commutative diagram 
K,+,(Rrr) * K,,,+,(l+) 2 K,(&(Rr)) -% SK,(Rr)+O 
G,,+JRT@= G,+,(F&=+@ G, ((Rlp)n) A G,(Rn)+O 
P 
where the rows are exact and hence a commutative diagram 
O+Coker(X,,+,)~ K,(&(Rr))L SK,(Rn)+O 
1 I 
p. 
I 
fi”. 
O+Coker(Xn+,)L G,((R/p) L SG,( RT) + 0 
where S= R-O. 
(11) 
We now apply the Snake lemma to diagram II and so in order to show that 
Coker k,, = 0, it suffices to show that Coker Pn = 0. To do this, it suffices to show 
that eP Coker 6, maps onto Coker Pn since Coker 6, = 0 by (i). Now to show that 
Coker &, =O, we only have to show that P((R/p)n) c &(Rv). This we now set 
out to do. Let PC P((R/g)n). Then Pc-&(Rk). Now, for any PE P((R/p)n) 
there exists Q such that PO Q = ((R/p)v) for some n. We only have to show that 
hd,((R/p)rr) <a. Note that p is R-projective since R is hereditary, pRr = 
p 8, RYE P( Rrr) and so is R&projective. Hence 0 + Rrr -+ RTT + R~lpRm-+ 0 is 
a finite p(&) resolution of Rn/pRm. Hence hdRx((R/i)v) is finite. - 
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(iii) Consider the commutative diagram 
O+ SG,(Rr) A G,(Rr) -% G,(Fn) +. . . 
with exact rows. If r = 2n, n 2 1, then SG,,(Rr) = 0 and so, I, is a zero map. By 
considering the exact sequence associated with the composite xr =XrS,, we have 
SK,,(Rr) = Ket &,,. 0 
03 
The aim of this section is to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Let rr be ajinite group. Then for all n 3 1, 
(i) G4,+X(Zr) is a jinite group, 
(ii) G4n+3(Z~p) 9~) is a Jinite group, 
(iii) Kdnt3(Zr) is a Jinite group. 
To prove the above results we need the following Lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. For all n 2 1, 
(i) K2,+r (Z,,,) -P K*“+,(Q), is an isomorphism, 
(ii) K 4n+3(Z) and Kdn+dQ), K~,,+@&I) arejnite groups. 
Proof. (i) Quillen’s localization sequence yields 
Now Z(P)lPZ(P) is a finite field of order p. So, by Quillen’s result (see [ 151) 
K,,(Z,,,/pZ,,,) = 0. Also, 6 = 0, see [7, Theorem 1.31. So, K2n+l(Zcpj) = Kzn+,(Q). 
(ii) Note that K4n+3 (Z) is torsion by Borel’s result, see [4]. Moreover, K4n+3(Z) 
is also finitely generated, see [17]. So KdnC3(Z) is finite. Now, K4n+3(Z) maps onto 
K 4n+3( Q) by Quillen’s localization sequence since K4n+2(Z/pZ) = 0. So, K4n+3( Q) 
is finite. Now by (i) K,,+,(Zc,,) = K4n+3( Q). Hence, K4n+3(Zcpj) is also finite. 0 
Proof of 3.1. Let r be a maximal Z-order in Qn containing Z’7r. Then by the 
argument in [ 171, K 4,+,(r) is finitely generated since Kdnf3(Z) is finitely generated. 
Also by Borel’s result in [4] (also see [7]), K4n+3(Z) is torsion. Hence K4n+3(r) is 
also torsion. So, Kdnt3(r) is finite. Let (Y n : G,,(T)+ G,(Zr) be the map induced by 
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the functor M(r) + M(iZ’rr). given by restriction of scalars. Then it follows from 
theorem 1.3 of [ll] that for all n 3 1, aZn-, : Gzn_,(r) + G,,_,(Zv) has finite kernel 
and cokernel. In particular aant = (Y~(~,,+~)_, has finite kernel and cokernel. Hence 
G4n+3(Zr) is finite. 
(ii) If r, is a maximal Z (,)-order in Qrr containing Zo,), then G4n+3(rl) is finite 
since G 4n+3(ZCpJ finite. (See [17] and the argument in (i) above). Moreover, we 
could show as in (i) above that czdnt3: G4n+3(r1) + G4,,+JZCpj~) has finite kernel 
and cokernel. So G,,+,(ZC,,r) is finite. 
(iii) Let r be a maximal Z-order in QV containing Zrr. Let Zj&(Zr) be the 
category of S-torsion finitely generated Z rr-modules of finite homological dimension 
where S = R -0. Then we have the following commutative diagram 
+ ,G@~/P~~) - G,(Zn) A G,(Qr) - 
where the rows are exact. To prove that K 4n+3(P7r) is finite, it suffices to show that 
Ket p4n+3 is finite since by (i) G4,+3(Zrr) is finite. Now, Ker P4n+3C 
Ket(K,(Zr)+ K,(Qn)) = SK,(Zn-) and by 1.1 (ii) SK,(Zn) is finite. So, Ket P~,,+~ 
is finite as required. 0 
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